
BREAKING NEWS #### Antimilitarists Occupy German Gesellschaft für Internationale 
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) in Bonn

„Shortly before the Warconference in Bonn on December 5th we occupied the GIZ (Gesellschaft für Internationale  
Zusammenarbeit /executive Cooperation for official German foreign aid) to protest against civil-military cooperation in  
general and specifically against the use of development aid as a means of warfare”, says Lutz Wehring, speaker of NO-
CIMIC.

During the last years the German Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) led by Dirk Niebel, 
directly connected the money transfer for foreign aid for Afghanistan for the first time to two conditions: Following the 
paradigm of “comprehensive security” the choice of sights for projects has to be coordinated with the German army. 
The aid itself has to be executed with military personal. Some German NGOs already rejected this dangerous and 
politicly refuseable procedure.

The “Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit” is the headquarter of the ministry for the forced civil-military 
cooperation. Via concepting and financing foreign aid programs it is the link between the BMZ and NGOs. This June 
the GIZ and the German army signed a contract to intensify their cooperation. NGOs are supposed to use help from the 
army, while the army gets important information from the NGOs.

With our occupation of the GIZ offices, we urge the NGOs to reject the invitation to the Conference on 
Afghanistan and to reject any cooperation with the German army.

The NGOs have to accept the criticism, whether they want to legitimize the building of a repressive state as in 
Afghanistan. This is true for a cooperation with different approaches too.

Against the militarisatin of society in Germany and anywhere else. We reject the civil-washing of a permanent 
state of global war.

War starts here – let's stop it here!

We invite the press to come to the GIZ building, Tulpenfeld 7, 53133 Bonn. Tage a look at the redocoration of the 
building and especially of the GIZ offices.
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